A Symposium Honoring Indigenous
Tattoo Traditions
Sunday, August 18, 2019
Santa Fe Art Institute

Ancestral Ink has been made possible by the generous
support of the following sponsors
A Symposium Honoring Indigenous Tattoo Traditions
Open and Free to the Public
Santa Fe Art Institute
1600 St Michaels Drive, Santa Fe, NM 87505
Sunday August 18, 2019 / 10am – 4pm
Doors open at 9am, symposium will begin promptly at 10am
Please pre-register and arrive early to guarantee seating
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Register at www.sfai.org/ancestral-ink
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A special acknowledgement and gratitude to the Tewa people for
welcoming Ancestral Ink onto their beautiful ancestral land.

BOXES

BROKEN

And a special thanks to all those who supported
Ancestral Ink through individual donations!

Indigenous traditional tattooing has once again become a living culture
and is playing a role in the re-indigenizing of native peoples through out
the world. The decision to wear a marking of the ancestors is a very
personal and comes with responsibility that requires proper guidance.
There are only a few indigenous masters left who carry the knowledge of
their tattoo tradition. However, there are a number of young indigenous
tattoo practitioners who are committed in seeking out and researching as
much knowledge from their elders and cultural bearers to relearn the
practice of their tattoo tradition. Because of geographic distance and the
small numbers of individuals working on the revitalization of their tattoo
traditions, we believe it is time to provide a space for the practitioners to
come together and to bring their cultural knowledge of tattooing to the
community.
Ancestral Ink: A Symposium Honoring Indigenous Tattoo Traditions
will bring together indigenous tattoo practitioners and cultural bears
from the Pacific and North America who are the forerunners in the
revival of this cultural tradition. Ancestral Ink promises to be informative,
engaging and inspiring as we celebrate the resurgence of indigenous
tattoo practices.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Critical discourse around Indigenous tattooing practices
The different regional tattooing traditions, methods and designs
Cultural protocols associated with tattooing
Personal responsibility in receiving a tattoo
Issues around cultural appropriation
Importance of safe tattooing practices – health and safety

Ancestral Ink is produced collaboratively by Kua’aina Associates and
Broken Boxes Podcast, and is hosted and supported by the Santa Fe Art
Institute.
Kua`aina Associates, Inc., is an indigenous arts and cultures non-profit
dedicated to upholding the integrity of indigenous peoples and their
desire to preserve the wisdom of their ancestors through traditional and
contemporary arts.
www.kuaainaassociates.com
Broken Boxes Podcast is an interview format podcast, which features
Indigenous artists, activist-focused artists, Queer artists, women identifying artists, artists of color and mixed/lost/stolen heritage artists.
www.brokenboxespodcast.com

Special Acknowledgement to the team behind the scenes of Ancestral
Ink: Carolyn Kuali`i (Director of Kua`aina), Ginger Dunnill (Broken
Boxes Podcast) Ian Kuali`i (Symposium Concept Artist), The Staff of the
Santa Fe Art Institute, Frank Rose (Program Design), Tima Link
(Graphic Designer), Dylan McLaughlin (Media Artist) and to those
who came on board as volunteers.
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Opening Blessing
Welcome
•
Carolyn Kuali`i of Kua`aina Associates,
Ginger Dunnill of Broken Boxes Podcast,
Ian Kuali`i (Artist), Jamie Blosser of
Santa Fe Art Institute and L Frank
Manriquez (Master of Ceremony)
“TAP Talk”: Traditional Ancestral Perpetuation
•
Featuring the thoughts and stories of our
visiting Tattoo Practitioners: Sulu`ape
Keone Nunes, Te Rangitu Netana,
Marjorie Kunaq Tahbone, Dion Kaszas
and Cory Kamehnaaokalā Holt Taum
“Reawaken & Rediscover”:
A Community’s Tattoo Story
•
Panelist: Loren Me`-lash-ne Bommelyn,
Lena Bommelyn, L Frank Manriquez,
Sage LaPena and Tiffany Adams –
moderated by Ginger Dunnill
Food options for purchase through onsite locally
owned food trucks
Video shorts from the documentary series
Skindigenous that explore indigenous tattoo
traditions around the world
Music selections by DJ Miss Ginger
Ancestral Ink T-shirts and Pins available for
purchase
An open-studio experience to provide attendees
an opportunity to interact with the practitioners
and panelists, and witness traditional tattoo
demonstrations.

Native Women

on art, culture, and resilience
Join us for a lively panel discussion
celebrating the leadership of four
extraordinary Native women in the arts.
The panelists will explore their work in
connection to current debates around
gender rights,and the position of women
in tribal communities and the greater
society. Reflecting on their roles as
culture bearers and leaders in an era of
the Me Too Movement, the panelists will
also discuss how theirarts practices
progress Native truth and empowerment.

FRIDAY,AUGUST 16
2:30 PM

Moderated by Francene Blythe (Diné/
Sisseton-Wahpeton Dakota/Eastern Band
Cherokee) NACF Director of Programs.

Presented by the Native Arts and Cultures
Foundation in collaboration with SITE Santa Fe.
nativeartsandcultures.org

EventbriteRSVP:
bit.ly/nacf-nativewomen
SITE Santa Fe
1601Paseo De Peralta, Santa Fe, NM 87501

PANELISTS:

Melissa Cody
Navajo
Weaver

Cara Romero
Chemehuevi
Photographer

Rose Simpson
Santa Clara Pueblo
Visual Artist

Jaclyn Roessel
Navajo
Curator

The Native Arts and Cultures Foundation would like to extend our thanks to all who have
made our first ten years possible. We are grateful to sponsor Ancestral Ink for keeping the
cultural knowledge and traditional art of tattooing alive in Native communities.
@nativeartsandcultures

NACFmedia

@nativeartscultr

@native_art_culture

is a Kahuna Kā Uhi (master
tattoo practitioner) and one of Hawai`i’s
leading experts on the Polynesian traditions
of kakau (art of tattooing). Keone
exclusively uses traditional Hawaiian tools,
which are rooted in a long lineage of tattoo
practice, genealogy and protocol. He
studied under the late Su`a sulu`ape Paulo
from Samoa in the use of traditional
Polynesian implements. In 2001, the family
of Su`a Sulu`ape Paulo presented Keone
with the prestigious title of Su`a Sulu`ape, recognizing him as an
accomplished practitioner of the tattoo family. Keone has shared his
thoughts on designs, techniques, and cultural importance of Hawaiian
uhi in Europe, Asia, Polynesia and the Continental United States. Keone
was named #22 of the 101 Most Influential People in the world of
tattooing by the late Bob Baxter, who was Editor for Skin and Ink
Magazine and Editor-in-Chief for tattooroadtrip.com.
is an internationally
acclaimed practitioner of Traditional Ta
Moko/Maori Tattoo Artist from Aotearoa,
New Zealand, and is of Ngapuhi, Ngati
Wai and Te Arawa tribal descent. Te
Rangitu has been practicing Ta Moko for
over 28 years, and is experienced in both
modern machine and traditional chisel
methods of tattooing. Known for his fine
lines and intricate detail, Te Rangitu
weaves the wearer’s story into his designs,
leaving them with a piece of artwork on their skin that reflects their own
beliefs and spirituality. This practice, taking its origins from the ancient
love story of Mataoroa, and Niwareka, is based on respect and dedication
to both the ancestors and to the wearer of the tattoo. Te Rangitu Netana
is dedicated to the message of Ta Moko, and ensures he respects the
sacred ceremony of the practice on every subject he tattoos. Te Rangitu
has travelled extensively throughout his career, sharing his culture and
traditions, and working alongside tattoo masters from other Indigenous
cultures. Te Rangitucurrently lives and works near Colchester, Essex, UK.

is a Nlaka’pamux (Thompson
Indian) from British Columbia, Canada.
Since 2012, Dion has been engaged in the
revival of his ancestors tattooing practices and
assists in the revival of other nations
tattooing traditions as co-founder of the
Earthline Tattoo Collective and the Earthline
Tattoo Training Residency. Dion specializes
in neo-tribal, dot work, black work and
ornamental tattooing with a special emphasis
on traditional hand tattooing techniques. These include hand poke and
skin stitch-tattooing methods, which arise from his Nlaka'pamux culture.
Dion works out of HFX Tattoo in Halifax, Nova Scotia. Always
passionate about his work, Dion is regarded as one of the leaders of the
revival of Indigenous tattooing in Canada.
is Inupiaq and
Kiowa from Nome, Alaska. She began her
tattoo journey in 2009 while researching the
meaning and history of kakiñiit (traditional
Inuit tattoos). With the blessing of her family
in 2012 Marjorie received her tavluġun
(traditional chin tattoo). Since there were no
Inuit practicing the art of Kakiñiit in Alaska,
Marjorie’s tavluġun was done by machine by
a non-Inuit tattooist. Missing the ceremony

The Native Arts and Cultures Foundation
would like to extend our thanks to all who
have made our first ten years possible. We are
grateful to sponsor Ancestral Ink for keeping
the cultural knowledge and traditional art of
tattooing alive in Native communities.

nativeartsandcultures.org
@nativeartsandcultures

NACFmedia

@nativeartscultr

@native_art_culture

that is an important part of receiving a tavluġun, Marjorie realized that it
was her calling to help bring back the ancestral tradition of tattooing
among Inuit women. With the support and permission of her elders and
her mentor Elle Festin, Marjorie began her journey as a kakiñiit
practitioner, reclaiming the ancient techniques of skin-stitching and hand
poking.
is
Kanaka Maoli and has been a haumana
(student) of Kahuna Ka Uhi Keone Nunes
for the past seven years with the desire to
sustain the practice of kakau (art of tattooing)
for the future. Influenced by the bold,
powerful forms and patterns of his ancestors
and the legacies of the Hawaiian Renaissance
and the land struggle movements of the
1970s, Cory’s commitment and practice as a
haumana and artist is one of resilience, depicting Hawaiian `ike
(knowledge) that is rooted in the value systems of his ancestors.

is a
traditional bearer for the Tolowa Tribe and
Headman for the Nee-dash Ceremony for
Genesis. Mr. Bommelyn earned his Masters
Degree in Linguistics from the University of
Oregon. After years of studying with Tolowa
Elders, he published lexicons and educational
materials about the Tolowa Dee-ni’ language.
Mr. Bommelyn served on the Tribal Council for twenty-five years and
helped establish Taa-’at-dvn Indian Magnet Charter School in Crescent
City. Mr. Bommelyn has been part of the revitalization of his people’s
tattoo traditions. An educator for 34 years, Mr. Bommelyn retired in
2014 from the Del Norte County Unified School District in Crescent
City, California.

TE RANGITU NETANA
TRADITIONAL MAORI
TATTOO ARTIST

WEBSITE:
TERANGITU.COM
INSTA/TWITTER
@TERANGITU

is a member of the Karuk
tribe. Along with her husband Loren Me'lash-ne Bommelyn, Ms. Bommelyn has been
part of the Earth Renewal Ceremonies and
wearing the tattoo markings of her ancestors
has been a very important part of that
ceremonial life. Ms. Bommelyn is the
Medicine Woman for the Karuk people at
the center of their world and with her
husband, after two generations built the first
dance house. She has been responsible for maintaining the traditions of
the Tolowa language, regalia and basket making. Ms. Bommelyn is a
retired educator.
is from Southern
California and belongs to the TongvaAcjachemen tribes. L Frank is an artist,
writer, tribal scholar, cartoonist, and
indigenous language activist and selfdescribed “decolonizationist”. Part of her role
as a decolonizationist was her decision to
wear the chin tattoo of her people. L Frank is
the co-founder of Advocates for Indigenous
California Language Survival. She Was
instrumental in creating a curriculum and training for language revival

and restoration that has been used nationally and internationally among
indigenous language advocates. L Frank is an awardee of the 7th
Generation for Indigenous Peoples, 2017 Tradition Bearers for BioCultural Diversity and the 2019 Alexis Arquette Family Foundation’s
Los Angeles Pride Two-Spirit Activist Award.
is a member of the Nomtipom
Wintu tribe and a Certified Clinical
Herbalist and teacher specializing in both
traditional Native American and Western
herbal traditions. Sage has worked with local
medicine people from her tribe and
neighboring tribes (Maidu, Miwok, Pomo
and Karuk) since childhood. Lead herbalist at
Mountain Thistle Botanicals and
Consultation, Sage is also a consultant to
several central California tribes and Native museums concerning ethnobotany, regalia making and holistic healthcare. Sage was one of the first
California Indian women of her generation to wear her traditional chin
tattoos and is a traditional dancer.

is a citizen of the
Chemehuevi Indian Tribe of Lake Havasu,
Konkow and Nisenan of Northern California.
She is a painter, sculptor, jeweler and culture
bearer. Adams completed her Bachelors of
Fine Art at the Institute of American Indian
Arts (IAIA) in Santa Fe, New Mexico in
Spring 2019; her scholarship produced
articles and text centered on the feminine
experience with California Tattoo traditions.
Her painted portraits of California Native Women and their Indigenous
Facial Tattoos-real and imagined—were the centerpiece of her IAIA
Senior Exhibit Show. Recently, she has been practicing hand poke
tattooing, with the hopes of sharing this ceremony with her community.

Our vision is to create a dynamic place of learning, culture, and
community to foster American Indian heritage and culture, and
to generate a sense of understanding about American Indians
in the urban environment. We are working to recreate a space
that will provide culturally relevant education, art,
information-sharing, and wellness programs in an inclusive
“safe community space.” This space will be open for the
American Indian community and everyone in the bay to
participate, connect, and grow.

JOIN US FOR THE AICCSF KICKOFF EVENT!
NOVEMBER 13TH @ THE ANNUAL AMERICAN INDIAN HERITAGE
CELEBRATION - SAN FRANCISCO CITY HALL

HONORTHE EARTH
BE A VOICE FOR THOSE NOTHEARD
OOZHITOONONISHISHIN TOMAKEITBEAUTIFUL
JI MISAWAABANDAAMING
HOW WE ENVISION OURFUTURE,IS AWORLDVIEW OFPOSITIVE THINKING

WERELY ONYOURDONATIONSTOSUSTAIN ANDGROWOUREFFORTS TOBUILD AJUST, GREEN ECONOMYIN NATIVE
COMMUNITIES. YOURCONTRIBUTIONDIRECTLY SUPPORTS TARGETEDORGANIZING,STRATEGICOUTREACH,MEDIA AND
EDUCATIONCAMPAIGNS,LEGAL INTERVENTIONS, ANDRENEWABLE ENERGYPROJECTS. WEAREUP AGAINSTSOMEOFTHE
LARGEST ENERGYCORPORATIONSANDLOBBYGROUPS IN THEWORLDANDWENEEDYOURHELP TOMAKEREAL CHANGE!
PROCEEDS GOTOWARDOURINITIATIVES TOPROTECTSACREDLANDS, STOPEXTREME FOSSIL FUEL EXTRACTIONATTHE
SOURCEBY SUPPORTING FRONTLINENATIVECOMMUNITIES,ANDTOCULTURALREVITALIZATIONINITIATIVES. YOUR
PURCHASESUPPORTS OURWORK... MIIGWECH!

218-375-3200OFFICE
218-325-1653MERCHOFFICE
INFO@HONOREARTH.ORG
HONORTHEEARTHMERCHANDISE@GMAIL.COM

AICCSF.ORG

| AICCSANFRANCISCO@

GMAIL.COM

PO BOX 63|607 MAINAVENUE, CALLAWAYMN56521

It’s not just a collection,
it’s a conversation.

TO U R

I NDIAN A RTS
R ESEARCH C ENTER
Fridays at 2:00 p.m.

Experience the open-shelf vaults

to see how nearly 12,000 works of
Southwestern Native American art
are inspiring contemporary Native
artists and honoring cultural heritage.
Register: sarweb.org/tours

A P P LY

N ATIVE A MERICAN
A RTIST F ELLOW SHIPS
Applications due January 15

The Indian Arts Research Center is

accepting applications for 2020–2021
artist-in-residence fellowships.
Apply: artists.sarweb.org

"Focusing on !e
complexity of
exi"ence as !e
beauty of exi"ence,
Broken Boxes Podca"
explores !e points of
intersec#on we all
share as intricate
human beings and
humbly "rives to find
viable approa$es to
move forward and see
ea$ o!er in ways
!at may promote safe
space, healing and
solidarity. "
-Ginger Dunnill,
Broken Boxes Podca"
founder/producer

call 505-954-7205 visit sarweb.org
SCHOOL FOR ADVANCED RESEARCH

660 Garcia Street, Santa Fe, New Mexico

E X P LO R I N G H U MA N ITY .
U N D E R STA N D I N G O U R W O R L D .

Learn more, li"en & subscribe

brokenboxespodca".com

IAN KUALI’I
hand-cut paper Works on view
through August 25

Akua Hulu Manu /
Feathered God #2,
2018, cut paper,
23.25” x 16.5”

Hecho A Mano ~ 830 Canyon Road
Santa Fe, NM ~ hechoamano.org

